
Your scavenger hunt starts upstairs on the 2nd floor. Go through 
the glass doors to the right of the stairs to enter the Time Tunnel, 
which is the hallway that connects all of the galleries! When you 

are done, turn in your clipboard and pencil to the cart. 

If you can’t find an exhibit or gallery, check the map  
of the 2nd floor on the back page of this guide.

 We have included hints 
for you so that you can 
better navigate through 

the museum 

Look for the 
blue circles 
for the clues

Throughout your hunt 
are fun questions that 
will help you engage 

with the artifacts

STOP & THINK

Welcome
HINTS

3RD–5TH  
GRADE



First  
PEOPLESGalleryGallery

FIRST PEOPLE GALLERY

Find the fossil of the giant Mastodon Skull. What modern day animal 
does the mastodon remind you of? 1

2

How do you think this moccasin would feel on your feet? STOP & THINK

Next find an object that Native Americans would have worn on their feet. 
This artifact is very rare as it is woven from plant materials, which do not 
usually last hundreds of years. 

Find the case by the canoe with many different items that would have 
been traded between Native Americans and white settlers.

Find the dugout canoe. How many people do you think could have 
fit in this canoe? Correct answer on the bottom of the page

Start on the Second Floor

Which artifact is your favorite and what is something you might trade for it?
STOP & THINK

19

YOUR ANSWER:

YOUR ANSWER:



Forging  
A NATIONGalleryGallery

Next Stop

Find the covered wagon. With your friends, figure out the items 
that you would need with you on the frontier. Circle them.

Next look for the American flag and flagpole. How many stars are on this flag? 

What artifact in this area would slave traders have used to prevent 
enslaved people from running away?  

This used to be what the American flag looked like when the United States 
was formed. What do the stars on the flag represent?

STOP & THINK

STOP & THINK

3

Continue around to the left.HINT

Enslaved African Americans could have been bought and sold at slave auctions by 
slave traders. This is a tragic and hard truth about Tennessee’s past.

FORGING A NATION GALLERY

Coffee

YOUR ANSWER:

Head back to the time tunnel. The Forging a Nation Gallery will be the red gallery on your left.  
HINT

YOUR ANSWER:



James K. Polk was our 11th President. Look closely at the designs on his walking 
stick. Polk won the presidency partly because of his support of westward expansion 
known as Manifest Destiny. 

President Andrew Jackson signed the Indian Removal Act in 1830 which forcibly 
removed Native Americans from their land in every state in the Union at the time.   

Find the coat, or frock, that is in the case next to the big grandfather 
clock and the spinning wheel. Who was this made by, and why is he 
important?

STOP & THINK

4

5

Find the walking stick used by James K. Polk.

FORGING A NATION GALLERY

Find the area that talks about the Trail of Tears and locate the map 
of Native American territory prior to the Native Americans being 
removed. Mark the states that had Native American territories:

STOP & THINK

Did Polk’s home state of Tennessee vote for him in the election?

6

NOYES

YOUR ANSWER:



Civil War  
& RECONSTRUCTION

Next Stop

GalleryGallery
Find the pike by the introduction video for the Civil War 
Gallery. Where was this pike used and by whom?7

Find the shoe and coat belonging 
to Sam Davis, who was killed 
after being accused of spying 
during the war. 

H  st  ry    s  f  n!Decode the message by using the code

1=A   2=E   3=I   4=O   5=UCODE:

Spies would have coded messages to hide their meaning.

Go behind the Fort Henry and Fort Donelson Case 
HINT

STOP & THINK

CIVIL WAR AND RECONSTRUCTION

Exit Forging a Nation and walk to Civil War and Reconstruction on your left. 
HINT

8

YOUR ANSWER:

3 4 3 5



The Ku Klux Klan (KKK) formed after the Civil War in Pulaski, 
TN. The group focused on preventing African Americans from 
using their new rights.

Members of the KKK would dress in robes like the one in the 
case to keep from being identified and to scare their victims.

Write some words that describe how this robe makes you feel.
STOP & THINK

9

How would you feel if you saw that tool in your doctor’s office?
STOP & THINK

Draw one of the tools that a Civil War surgeon would have used. 

CIVIL WAR AND RECONSTRUCTION

Look for a case with an artificial leg.
HINT



Take a look at the two kitchens. What change do you 
think made life the easiest on people at home?

Change  
& CHALLENGE

Next Stop

GalleryGallery
Look at the display behind the interactive screens. Find three 
different jobs that Tennesseans had at this time.

1.

2.

3.

Locate the banner with three bluebirds on it. Almost 100 years ago, 
women could not vote simply because they were female. Now, thanks 
to suffragists, that used banners like this, both males and females can 
vote! 

Use your right to vote and vote for your favorite type of ice cream:

10

11

Chocolate Vanilla Strawberry

Find three objects that look similar to items you might find in your home 
today. How are they similar and how are they different?

1.

2.

3.

OBJECT SIMILARITY DIFFERENCE

STOP & THINK

CHANGE AND CHALLENGE



Tennessee  
TRANSFORMS

Next Stop

GalleryGallery

Find where all our sports equipment is located, and then 
draw a picture to represent your favorite sport.12

13

Tennessee has many different sports and sports teams. STOP & THINK

Find the case on music in Memphis that features a colorful painting 
of Booker T. and the MG’s. This band was one of the first racially 
integrated (meaning they had both black and white musicians) rock 
groups. They recorded under the Stax label in Memphis.

Find three other music related items in the gallery. 

Circle your favorite. Why is this your favorite?

1. 2. 3.



Can you find an object that is not from Earth? What is it?

Now you are the curator. Choose your favorite artifact in the 
museum and draw it in the case. 

14

15

During the Civil Rights movement, activists used many different ways 
(books, comics, television, protests) to share their message and gain 
support for the civil rights movement. 
 
What is something you might use today to get people to support a cause?

Find the comic book with Martin Luther King Jr. on the cover. 

STOP & THINK

Don’t forget to write a label for your 
artifact to tell everyone about it:
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